GLOBAL TRAVEL

RISK MANAGEMENT

Best Practices:
A Duty of Care
Road Map

Discover the BEST PRACTICES to help keep
your global workforce safe
Today’s interconnected global
economy means that increasing
numbers of employees are
required to travel abroad, often
working for long periods of time in
unfamiliar environments.

As a result, an employer’s ‘duty of care’ towards their staff
has become much more complex and this is especially true
where employees are working in remote or dangerous places,
or in areas where local security and medical facilities are
substandard, ineffective or non-existent.
Employees working in less developed countries may find that
the support networks they usually depend on just don’t exist,
and they may feel vulnerable in countries where incidents
of terrorism are common, governments are volatile and the
operating environment is challenging.
While ensuring employees’ health, safety and security when
working abroad is key to staff wellbeing and productivity, it
is also an issue for business continuity and protection of the
company’s brand and reputation.
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To help employers navigate the maze of Travel Risk Management options
available to them, we have put together a series of key ‘Best Practices’
identified through our work with a range of clients, along with brief details of
client solutions we have developed in the areas of:

Medical Staffing
and Emergency
Response
Planning

Medical
Assistance and
Security
Support
Pre-Trip
Information

Training /
e-Learning

Infectious
Disease
Planning

Medical
Arrangements/
Examinations

Traveller
Tracking

Medical
Screening

Risk Management
Consultancy

Mobile
Technology

Healix International is a global leader in travel risk management and international medical, security and
travel assistance services.
Working on behalf of multinational corporations,
governments, NGO’s and insurers, we are relied upon to
look after the welfare of expatriates, business travellers
and local nationals living and working in every country
of the world, 24 hours a day. Many of these people
reside in the most remote, challenging and hostile
of environments.

We have built our reputation on medical and security
expertise, our understanding of risk and our ability to
evolve with the times, resulting in a track record of
service excellence and product innovation. Our core
values are professionalism in all we do through an open
partnership approach, ensuring premium quality and
delivering value.
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Medical Assistance
BEST PRACTICE

Globally mobile employees and business travellers are provided with 24/7
access to medical advice, support and emergency medical assistance.
	Employees have access to an experienced
team of critical care doctors, nurses and
assistance coordinators.
	A global network of accredited medical
providers ensures rapid and appropriate
treatment when and where required.
	Access to an extensive network of air
ambulances, ground transport and medical
escorts ensures rapid emergency evacuation
/ repatriation.

Healix Solution: Access to our 24/7 Operations Centre ensures employees have a
direct line to doctors, nurses and multilingual assistance coordinators in a crisis, as
well as a trusted source of global medical support and advice.
We have extensive global experience in successfully managing and coordinating the medical treatment, evacuation
and repatriation of people taken ill or injured while overseas. Our fully integrated services include:
Dedicated 24/7 helpline to our Operations Centre
Medical escorted evacuations / repatriations
Air ambulances
International medical case management
Spouse / loved one travel assistance
Assistance / repatriation of minor children
24/7 access to doctors
Prescription / medication replacement
Medical advice and support
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Outpatient and inpatient referrals and guarantee of
payments
Transportation assistance for outpatient visits
Cost containment for medical costs with
international clinics and hospitals
Healix can also provide:
Medical Consultancy
Medical Emergency Response Plans (MERPS)

Security Support
BEST PRACTICE

Globally mobile employees and
business travellers are provided with
24/7 access to security support.

Incident escalation processes are to industry
standard, with fast and effective coordination
of action plans, supported by a team of vetted
security, medical and logistics professionals.

	Access to real-time intelligence and analysis
on global security, political and operational
developments, designed to keep employees
safe, and to support security risk managers'
policies and decision-making.

Robust evacuation plans are in place to ensure
employees and their dependants can be safely
transported from their accommodation, work
location or point of incident to a domestic or
international safe haven.

Healix Solution: Access to our inhouse 24/7 Global Security Operations
Centre (GSOC) enables security risk
managers to make effective decisions
based on real-time and actionable
advice, delivered by specialist regional
analysts, coordinators and consultants.

Professional emailed or telephonic advice from
on-call security specialists:

Supported by an integrated global network of security
and medical providers, we are able to provide rapid
and scalable support, tailored to our clients’ needs. Our
security support services include:
Risk intelligence content:
• Succinct and actionable real-time security alerts
• Comprehensive intelligence reports analysing
prevailing political, security and operational risks,
as well as threat actors and upcoming events
• Accurate evacuation watch level trends
and forecasting

•
•
•
•

Travel security briefs
Journey management plans
Requests for analysis
Desktop hotel referrals

Scalable on-call incident and crisis
management teams
‘Active Monitoring’ critical incident response service
Emergency security assistance and evacuations
Access to a worldwide network of accredited
consultants, fixers, security, medical and
logistics providers
Contingency planning
Staff welfare checks for higher-risk deployments
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Pre-Trip Information
BEST PRACTICE

Global organisations provide proactive, relevant medical and security
information to their travellers and expatriates before they leave their home
country. ‘Pre-trip advisories’ are automatically provided to employees on
booking their travel and additional information is readily accessible via links
to a customised travel website.
Employers mitigate risk by providing relevant information before travel.
Employers maintain productivity and efficiencies.

Healix Solution: Comprehensive medical and security information is made
available to employees via Pre-Travel Advisories, Travel Security Briefings and
access to our:
Travel Oracle website, providing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Country profiles
Travel alerts
Pre-trip advice
Travel tips
Health risks
Risk map

Travel Oracle mobile app which includes all the
benefits of the Travel Oracle website, plus:
• An emergency ‘Mayday’ feature
• A security e-learning course
• Secure document storage

Training / E-Learning
BEST PRACTICE

Global organisations provide training to their travellers and expatriates to
ensure they are aware of the risks they could face and are equipped to deal
with them.
Employers ensure travellers are appropriately
informed while capturing documented
evidence of training.

Testing at the end of each module captures
documented scores.
Completion can be used in a pre-trip
approval process.

Healix Solution: Whether it’s a pick-pocket on the streets of a major European
city, a road traffic collision in the Himalayas or the threat of a rebel group in a
hostile environment, security incidents can happen anytime, anywhere. Our
bespoke programme of modular training sessions are designed to give attendees a
comprehensive understanding of the risk environment they may face, the means of
mitigating those risks and how to respond in the event of an incident.
We offer three types of training courses:
E-learning – Our expanding portfolio of e-learning
programmes includes our award-winning ‘Travel
Angel’ course consisting of a series of security
training videos across seven modules, each
designed to ensure that your employees are aware
of safety measures they should take while abroad.
Modules include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Core module
Preparation & arrival
Travel health risks
Getting around your destination
Street crime & robbery
Carjacking & kidnapping
Terrorism & civil unrest

E-learning courses covering other topics, including
malaria, lone female traveller and LGBT travel safety, are
also available.
Classroom Learning – Courses can be facilitated
at any suitable location worldwide, including our
headquarters in the UK.
Situational Training – Situational training aims to
place course attendees under the realistic stress
they could face during different life-like scenarios
and is conducted at suitable locations with
experienced instructors.
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Traveller Tracking
BEST PRACTICE

Through technology, companies can locate and communicate with
individuals, regardless of how travel is purchased.
	By automating the collection of employee
and travel data, organisations have a
complete view of their people and operations
in real-time.
Intelligence is sourced, corroborated, and
automatically pushed in real-time to travellers,
expats and VIPs or professional users within
the organisation.
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A fully integrated mass notification
system is used for communication with all
global employees.
A pre-trip approval process is implemented,
allowing for management oversight, training
and the provision of services such as
drivers, executive protection, medical and
security briefings, passport / visa checks and
vaccination discussions.

Healix Solution: A Traveller Tracking service that allows security risk managers to
seamlessly track, monitor and account for their globally mobile workforce.
With integrated communication capabilities, security managers can account for the wellbeing of their workforce in a
critical incident and, utilising Healix’s medical and security support capabilities, ensure that any affected employees
receive the swift assistance they require. Features include:
App based tracking tool, providing greater accuracy
in terms of location data
Fully integrated with:
• Tracking platform
• Healix medical and security content
Visibility of all employees, assets and Traveller
Tracking in one system
• Complete view of people and operations in
real-time

Automated messaging & ’check-in’
• Fully integrated mass notification system for
communication with all global employees
• Automated messaging application on demand
as required - manual, automated, crisis
• ‘Check-in’ feature that allows an employee or
traveller to ’check-in‘ at a particular location
24/7, showing up on the map within the system
• The system registers their exact location and
any messages or notes.

Automated threat / risk alerts and intelligence for
employees and travellers
• Dataset includes country briefing reports, alerts,
destination intelligence and a variety of travel
risk tools
Active Monitoring service - In conjunction with SAP Concur, we also offer a 24/7 Active Monitoring service, where
we proactively communicate to your affected employees via 2-way messaging channels during a critical incident or
crisis to ensure their wellbeing. From the initial incident through to resolution, we keep you informed and in control
every step of the way, helping enable you to fulfil your duty of care.
Active Monitoring: Monitor – Identify - Respond
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Mobile Technology
BEST PRACTICE

Companies utilise mobile technology to ensure they can keep their globally
mobile workforce informed, as well as enabling their travelling population to
quickly request and access assistance if required.
The time taken to locate employees during a
crisis is directly proportional to the outcome of
their health and safety.
Technology streamlines the locating of
employees in a crisis, minimising human error
and enabling a rapid response.
Instant access to intelligence via a mobile app
keeps travellers informed.

Healix Solution: Our Travel Oracle app provides expatriate employees and
business travellers with instant access to critical insight and support, both before
and during their overseas assignments. Features include:
Emergency ‘Mayday’ Function

Country Profiles

• Nominated contacts are alerted to the
traveller’s whereabouts via email
• The Healix Command Centre is automatically
contacted
• Live tracking of the handset is enabled when
‘Mayday’ is activated

• Travel safety and security information for over
200 countries worldwide
• Country information including; passport / visas,
languages, currency, driving etc.
• Country specific recent incidents

News and Alerts

• Key documents such as passport, insurance
and travel visas can be uploaded and stored
• Personal and medical details can be recorded in
a secured Profile Section

• Travel alerts and news using location aware
push notifications
• Country watchlist – news and alerts for
specific destinations

Profile / Documents

Pre-Trip Advice / Training
• Traveller safety e-learning course
• Comprehensive document library of advice and
check-lists.
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Risk Management Consultancy
BEST PRACTICE

In an increasingly connected globalised economy, organisations find
themselves exposed to a myriad of political, security and operational risks.
The core function of risk management is enabling organisations to maximise
opportunities while simultaneously reducing their vulnerabilities.
	Guided by ISO 31000 which outlines the
principles and framework for managing risk.
Effectively measures an organisation’s strategic
objectives against their vulnerability and
tolerance to risk.

Analyses risk treatments to allow organisations
to operate in even the most hostile of
environments.

Healix Solution: A variety of bespoke security consultancy options designed
to allow security risk managers and their teams to critically assess their risk
management policies, make measured business and operational decisions, and
ensure the safety of their global workforce. Consultancy services include:
Ground support and protective services

Embedded security consultants

Site security audits and reviews

Embedded intelligence analysts

Project threat and risk assessments

Event monitoring

Country threat and risk assessments

Crisis management planning

Evacuation planning

Classroom and situational security training

Investigations and due diligence

Counter-terrorism services

Travel risk policy
We assume that every organisation is different and - while still guided by best practice - Healix endeavours to
provide bespoke risk consultancy solutions that are practical, cost-efficient and in line with an organisation’s specific
risk appetite.
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International
Medical Screening
BEST PRACTICE

Expatriates and their dependants, and business travellers, are medically
screened prior to overseas assignment and action taken to minimise any
identified health risks.
Many of the illnesses and health related
problems suffered by business travellers and
expatriates while overseas can be predicted
and prevented.
Screening ensures that employees and their
families are well prepared for overseas travel.
Programme ensures that the ability of hostcountry healthcare facilities to deal with preexisting conditions is well understood.
Prescription regimes are modified to ensure
they are viable and legal in the host country.

Healix Solution: Employees and
their families access our International
Medical Screening service online,
or via telephone, and are guided
through a series of questions by a
highly sophisticated medical analytics
program that assesses pre-existing
conditions, medical history and
lifestyle factors.

Appointments can be arranged with
leading physicians and specialists in the
host country.
Workplaces can be modified to ensure that
occupational health issues are managed
appropriately.
On-going medical advice, support and
second opinion can be received throughout
the assignment.

Medical professionals then use this information to
provide advice and make recommendations, taking
into account:
The role being performed
The destination location and country specific risks
Length of assignment
The quality of local healthcare and availability of
medical facilities and medicines appropriate to each
traveller’s needs
Assessment of potential costs and complications
that could arise.
Screening includes:
Prescription regimes are checked as suitable and
legal for the destination of travel
The complexities of travel location, health issues
and environment are reviewed and any necessary
workplace modifications proposed
Intelligence is provided on the location of
appropriate health facilities and practitioners,
in country
Tailored emergency planning for appropriate
medical treatment paths for high risk employees
or dependants.
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Global Medical
Arrangements / Examinations
BEST PRACTICE

Employers ensure that assignees working in challenging conditions such
as remote or offshore locations, or employed in physically or mentally
strenuous work are fit for the role.
Employers offer a face-to-face pre-deployment
medical examination to check if the employee
is fit for task.
A specialist doctor conducting a medical
examination will consider:
•
•
•
•
•

Demands of the role
Location / country of deployment
Visa and vaccination requirements
Length of assignment
Wellbeing of the employee

In the event of a ‘fit with restrictions’
outcome, accommodations can be made
by the employer based on expert medical
recommendations, allowing the employee to be
safely deployed to post in some / full capacity.
Any employee who is of a high medical risk
will be deemed ‘unfit’ and organisations can
make informed decisions regarding future
deployment.

Healix Solution: At Healix, we offer an independent service, tailored to our clients’
requirements. Employers can benefit from a fast turn-around to ensure that
employees are fit for work as quickly as possible, based on robust medical opinion
with a clear audit trail.
Medical examinations and vaccinations can
be organised at locations convenient to your
global workforce.
Our proactive approach to case management
means the process can be completed without
unnecessary delay.

If someone can’t be fully cleared they may be able
to work in some capacity. If accommodations can
be made by the employer, Healix will support both
parties to enable the individual to return to work.

Healix can also provide access to the complete global network of OGUK accredited specialists for employees or
contractors in the Oil & Gas industry.
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Infectious
Disease Planning
BEST PRACTICE

Global employers have travel risk management policies and plans in place
for the purpose of business continuity, risk mitigation and readiness in
a crisis.
	An overarching travel risk management plan
is the first step, encompassing:
• Travel readiness and safety
• Trip approval processes
• Crisis readiness: pandemic, infectious
disease, natural disasters, etc.
Followed with localised, bolt-on plans
as necessary.
Some employers not only offer, but are
beginning to mandate, employee online
training across the enterprise.

Healix Solution: We use our wealth
of experience in this area to help
employers develop and implement
emergency response plans relating
to medical emergencies globally,
ensuring they are fully prepared
and able to respond rapidly. Our
services include:
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	Customised policies and plans to meet an
organisation’s needs
Drills staged to engage and prepare stakeholders,
testing the operational feasibility, and testing the
human element(s) of the plan
Instant access to senior Public Health
practitioners who can advise on a broad range of
issues, including:
• Pandemic policy development
• Pandemic risk assessment
• Situation specific pandemic / infectious
disease response
• ISO 22301 benchmarking against the business
continuity standard and audits
• Real time advice on handling issues as they
develop
• Advice on quarantining / building
management policies.

Medical Staffing &
Emergency Response Plans
BEST PRACTICE

Organisations have on-site medical support for major projects, sporting
events and remote sites.
During major events such as the FIFA World Cup
and the Olympics, organisations plan and resource
effectively in order to protect the health, security and
wellbeing of sponsor guests and employees during the
entire event.
Physicians, nurses and other medically trained
professionals are available to react instantly in the event
of a medical situation.
Where traffic due to large crowds can impede the arrival
of emergency response vehicles, standby ambulances
are available near living quarters.
Hotel rooms are converted into clinics for easy access
for routine and emergency medical care.
Access to an emergency call centre is available in all
languages required for the whole group.
Evacuation to centres of medical excellence is available.

Healix Solution: Experienced in providing medical staffing and emergency
response plans for major events such as the FIFA World Cup and for remote sites
such as North Sea oil rigs, we are able to provide employers with a comprehensive
solution including provision of:
Medically trained and licensed professionals at any
location for any event
Emergency response plans created for each and
every event, customised to the client’s needs
Ambulances on standby stationed outside
designated hotels
Local clinics
Dedicated phone numbers which can be accessed
through our mobile app with personal tracking and
‘Mayday’ features.
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Whilst we offer our clients the
flexibility to mix and match any
of our services to suit their own
requirements, Healix can also
deliver a complete, integrated,
robust and consistent travel risk
management programme for
travellers and expatriates, helping
employers to fulfil their duty of care
responsibilities toward their global
populations and helping position
them as an organisation which
employs Best Practices.

Global Travel Risk Management service from
Healix helps ensure:
	The health and safety of your global workforce
Fulfilment of corporate governance and duty
of care
Protection of human capital and
intellectual property
Reduced impact on business continuity when
incidents occur
Avoidance of litigation issues
Reduced risk of brand damage
Favoured employer status amongst employees.

Head office:
Healix International
Healix House, Esher Green, Esher,
Surrey, KT10 8AB
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)20 8481 7720
E-mail: enquiries@healix.com
www.healix.com

USA
HX Global
99 Derby Street
Suite 200
Hingham
MA 02043
USA
T: +1 781 556 1003

New Zealand
Healix International
Suite 8
40 Arrenway Drive
Rosedale
Auckland
New Zealand 0632
T+64 (0)9 477 5400

Singapore
Healix International
11 Collyer Quay
#09-04, The Arcade
Singapore
049317
T+65 6715 8948

Spain
Healix Espana
Calle Santa Leonor 65
Parque Empresarial Avalon
Edificio B, planta 1ª – derecha
Madrid 28037, Spain
T: +34 913 71 31 95

Greece
Healix Greece
229, Syngrou Avenue
Nea Smimi – Attika
P.C 17123
Greece
T: +30 210 9373577

Kenya
Healix International
Eden Square
7th Floor Block
1, Chiromo Road
P.O Box 856 00606
Nairobi, Kenya
T+254 (0)717 610945

